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ABSTRACT 
 

 An objective detection and analysis of 500-hPa cyclones (lows) is performed during the warm period 
(15 April-15 October) of the year for the central and east Mediterranean region and especially for northern 
Greece. The NCEP/NCAR reanalysis gridded data of geopotential height and temperature are employed in the 
detection of lows and in the calculation of the various dimension, shape and instability parameters. The parame-
ters are used in the identification of hail days during a period of 13 operational hail seasons in northern Greece 
where the National Hail Suppression Program is conducted. The estimated conditional probability (8%) for hail 
occurrence under low domination indicates that hailfalls are rather rare and lacking severity. When however, the 
PVA advection centers, which usually accompany the lows are considered, hailfalls are more frequent (20%) 
and severe. This is attributed to the increased low-level instability at the PVA centers in the absence of extended 
cloud covers. Hail-related lows are larger and bear a greater resemblance to circles than the ordinary lows. They 
are usually moderate or negligibly elongated in the northeast to southwest direction and originate at the east 
coast of Adriatic Sea. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Since the first synoptic charts, synoptic condi-
tions have been considered as a first approach to 
the investigation of meteorological phenomena 
(Yarnal, 1993), which take place in smaller scales. 
Hailfall or hail occurrence is a sub-synoptic scale 
(Orlanski, 1975) phenomenon with a typical di-
mension usually in the range 10-100 km. Com-
pared to the typical dimension of a synoptic system 
(1000 km), it is smaller by one or two orders of 
magnitude. There are many difficulties (Fujita, 
1986) in relating phenomena of different scales. A 
probabilistic approach is required to overcome the 
lack of theoretical knowledge about the exchange 
of physical quantities (energy, momentum) be-
tween different scales. An intermediate scale is 
sometimes required to fill the continuity gap. 

 
 The 500-hPa lows or 500-hPa cyclones 
(Parker, et al, 1989; Bell and Bosart, 1989) are 
synoptic features, which are easily identified and in 
the absence of organized surface systems character-
ize the prevailing weather. In the Mediterranean 
basin, this situation usually occurs during the 
warm-dry season of the year, when surface depres-
sions are rare (Reiter, 1975; Radinović, 1987). Es-
pecially in northern Greece, 500-hPa lows are re-
lated to persisting cloudy weather (Maheras, 1982), 
rain and sometimes hailstorms (Riley, 1989; Hadji, 
1993). These weather conditions are harmful to 
economic activities such as tourism and agriculture. 
Common harm in agriculture results from fungi 
infections. The infections are favored (WMO, 
1988) on the wet plant surfaces, when clouds block 
the sun rays. The cracking of smooth skinned fruits  
 

 
(mainly cherries) because of the osmosis effect is 
another common harm. It usually occurs when ma-
ture fruit skin remains wet long enough. Damage 
from storms is the third common harm in agricul-
ture. Hail damages are generally considered the 
most important because of the mature stage of the 
crops (Dalezios and Spanos, 1995) and the irre-
versible effect. In order to assess the importance of 
the harm, estimations of hail occurrence frequency 
during the domination of 500-hPa lows are re-
quired. A climatic investigation is therefore con-
ducted and presented in order to estimate the hail 
occurrence frequency and to possibly identify the 
particular shape and dimension characteristics of 
these lows. The investigation is extended to synop-
tic and sub-synoptic factors, which influence hail 
occurrence such as static stability and geostrophic 
vorticity advection. 
 
2.  DATA AND METHODOLOGY 
 

In the present study an objective 500-hPa cy-
clone detection is performed during the warm pe-
riod (16 April to 15 October) of the year for central 
and east Mediterranean region and especially for 
northern Greece. The NCEP/NCAR reanalysis 
gridded data (Kalnay et al., 1996) of geopotential 
height and temperature at various levels are used 
for the detection of lows and the calculation of the 
parameters. The data have a spatial resolution of 
2.5 degrees and a temporal resolution of 6 hours 
(00, 06, 12, 18 UTC). 

 
 Lows are determined as local minima in each 
3X3 matrix (Figure 1(a)) of geopotential height 
values within the area of investigation. A gradient 
criterion (Spanos et al., 2003) is additionally ap-
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plied to exclude weak lows, which probably origi-
nate from the assimilation procedure. Eight dis-
tances of the maximum closed isohypses from the 
center of the low are calculated along the eight 
primary directions (Figure 1(b)). The average dis-
tance, which is termed typical radius, represents the 
horizontal dimension of the low. The sum of two 
distances along the opposite directions is also cal-
culated for the four pairs. The difference between 
maximum sum and the normal to the maximum 
measures the elongation of the low. This difference 
normalized by the maximum sum (also in the ap-
pendix) is a shape parameter termed eccentricity. 
Eccentricity describes the departure of the lows 
from circular shape and tends to zero in case of 
circular lows. The direction of the axis correspond-
ing to the maximum sum, which is termed the di-
rection of the major axis, is additionally determined 
as a third parameter (Figure 1(c)). 
 

 At the 500-hPa level, the geostrophic 
vorticity (ζg) is calculated from the horizontal 
Langrangian (i.e Holton, 1979) of geopotential 
height. Then the geostrophic vorticity advection is 
calculated through the Jacobian of geopotential 
height and the geostrophic vorticity (J(Z, ζg)). The 
formulae and the finite difference pattern (Fjortoft, 
1952) used in the calculations are included in the 
appendix. Possitive vorticity advection (PVA) 
centers are determined as local maxima in each 
3X3 matrix within the area of investigation. 
Centers with positive values are finally selected. A 
PVA center is assigned to each low according to 
the minimum distance from it. The detection of the 
lows and the calculation of the parameters carried 
out for a period of 13 hail seasons (between 1981 
and 1998) in the area of Imathia-Pella (2340 km2) 
where the National Hail Suppression Program 
(NHSP) is conducted. The calculation, which 
covers the entire number of low occurrences for the 
same period, is particularly focused on hail days. 
The verification of hail days is based on the hailpad 
network (Dalezios et al., 1991) and on radar-
confirmed crop damage reports. In cases of lows 
persisting for more than one occurrence per day in 
northern Greece, the situation with the lower 
geopotential height is selected. Northern Greece 
(filled circles in Fig. 2) is used as an intermediate 
scale between the hail protected area (A1 in Fig. 2) 
and the entire central and east Mediterranean 
region. 

 
3.  HAIL FREQUENCY, SYNOPTIC AND 
SUBSYNOPTIC CHARACTERISTICS OF 
LOWS 
 
3.1. Hail frequency 
 
 Hail days occur under various synoptic re-
gimes (Riley, 1989) such as northwest flow, cutoff 

Fig. 1. Determination of synoptic parameters for 
the 500-hPa lows. Location is in (a), Typical Ra-
dius and Eccentricity in (b) and Direction of ma-
jor axis in (c). 
 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) Fig. 2. Map of the investigation area, showing the 
grid-lines, the broader northern Greece (filled 
circles) and the grid-point boundary (outlined 
circles) of the project area (A1 at the right upper 
corner). 
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low, southwest flow, zonal flow or even under 
ridge domination. There are numerous cases in 
which hail days are related to PVA centers accom-
panying a trough. These troughs are mostly short 
waves embedded in the northwest flow. During 
southwest flow hail is mainly attributed to frontal 
lifting and in case of ridge domination, air mass 
hailstorms are sometimes developed. The highest 
number of hail days occurs under the influence of 
northwest flow and the number of hail days during 
cutoff lows follows. The paper focuses in the last 
category, which is examined on a climatic basis.  
 

The detection algorithm finally produced a 
number of 287 days with a low occupying the 
broader northern Greece. From NHSP archives, 
during the same period of years, 99 hail days are 
confirmed. Only 27% of these days are generally 
related either to the low presence or to the presence 
of a PVA center (accompanying the low) in north-
ern Greece. Approximately half of these days 
(44%) are related only to low presence and the rest 
(56%) to a PVA center accompanying the low.  

 
It seems that during the days, which are related 

only to low presence, the severity of hailfalls is 
considerably reduced. The various parameters that 
are used world wide to express hailfall severity are 

inter-correlated. In this paper severity is expressed 
in terms of maximum hailstone diameter deduced 
from the hailpad network. The categorization used 
in the paper was first introduced by Strong and 
Wilson (1981) and was adopted by NHSP. The first 
category is pea size, the second is grape size, the 
third is walnut size, the forth is golfball size and the 
fifth is greater than golfball size. The relative fre-
quency distributions of these categories in the en-
tire sample, in cases of low presence and in cases 
of PVA centers associated with lows, are shown in 
Fig. 3. The comparison depicts a reduction in se-
verity when lows are present. This is consistent 
with what Hadji (1993) described as the main fea-
ture of a cutoff low situation. It is the increased 
frequency of embedded radar echoes and the small 
size of hail. On the other hand the severity is in-
creased when PVA centers associated with lows are 
considered (Fig. 3). In this case pea size hail is less 
common while greater sizes occur more frequently. 

The combination of the absolute frequency for 
all these categories provides the total hail occur-
rence frequency, which is then expressed relatively 
to the total number of lows or PVA centers affect-
ing the area in the research period. The relative 
frequency (or probability) of hail occurrence is 
separately examined in cases of low and in cases of 
PVA presence in the area. Two areas are consid-
ered in this examination. The first is a broader area 
in northern Greece (Figures 2 and 4) and the sec-
ond, which is included in the first, is the grid-point 
boundary (filled circles in Figure 4) of the pro-
tected area (A1). Relative frequency of hail occur-
rence for both areas is higher in the case of PVA 
centers (14% and 20% in the dotted line boxes in 
Fig. 4) than in the case of the low centers (7% and 
8% in the continuous line boxes in Fig. 4). In the 
case of low centers, the percentage remains almost 
invariable (7% to 8%) in the two areas but when 
PVA centers are considered, there is a significant 
increase when moving from the first area to the 
second (14% to 20%). This behavior indicates that 
PVA centers determine the hail occurrence in space 
more accurately than the low centers. 
 

3.2. Synoptic Characteristics 
 
 In an effort to identify the lows and the PVA 
centers, which are related to hail, some intensity 
and shape parameters are calculated. The average 
values are presented in Table 1, which also pro-
vides a comparison of these parameters among the 
three investigation areas. The second column of 
Table 1 indicates that the lows gradually become 
shallower as the area varies from the central and 
east Mediterranean region to the broader northern 
Greece and the grid-point boundary of A1 during 
hail days. A gradual increase in the representative 
dimension (typical radius) is observed in the third 
column. A gradual increase is also observed in the 
fourth column, which represents eccentricity. This 
variation indicates that the lows, which are related 
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Fig. 3. Relative frequency distributions of maxi-
mum hailstone diameter for low situations, PVA 
centers accompanying lows and entire sample of 
hail days. 
 

Fig. 4. Relative frequency of hail days when 
lows (continuous line boxes) and PVA centers 
(dotted line boxes) are present in broader north-
ern Greece and in grid-point boundary A1 (filled 
circles). 
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to hail, exhibit a more circular shape than the other 
lows in the area. It seems, however, that the behav-
ior of the parameters is not a characteristic unique 
to hail occurrence. It probably constitutes a general 
characteristic of the 500-hPa lows in northern 
Greece, which is related to the origin and the evo-
lutionary stage. No special pattern is deduced from 
column five which represents the variation of PVA 
values. The frequency distribution of the direction 
of the major axis of the lows is provided in the 
form of a circular diagram (Figure 5). The most 
frequent direction is NE to SW. 

 

3.3. Instability 
 
 To assess the role of synoptic factors in the 
modification of an instability environment neces-
sary to the development of hailstorms, two static 
stability (instability) indices are calculated at the 
center of the low and at the PVA center. These pa-
rameters are the well-known vertical totals (Miller, 
1967) and the Boyden index (Boyden, 1963). These 
indices are easy to calculate from the same data set 
but they do not incorporate the moisture factor. The 
temperature at 500 and 850 hPa levels is also pro-
vided for both low and PVA centers. Table 2 shows 
that on average, vertical totals is higher at the low 
centers than at the PVA centers. The Boyden index, 
which is a measure of instability at lower levels 
(1000-700 hPa), indicates the reverse. Moreover, 
500-hPa temperatures at the center of the lows are 
generally lower than those at the PVA centers. The 
reverse is observed for the 850-hPa temperatures. It 
is evident that at the center of the low where a cold 
pool (Palmén and Newton, 1969) usually exists, 
instability increases because of the cold air masses 
aloft. On the other hand, at the PVA centers insta-
bility increases because of the warm air masses at 
the low levels. This is probably due to the warming 
by the sun in the absence of extensive cloud cover. 
The cloud cover, which accompanies a low, is ob-
served either along the frontal surfaces when they 
exist, or around the center of the low when signifi-
cant low-level convergence takes place. Some-
times, however, when conditions are favorable, 
extensive cloud masses are also formed at the PVA 
centers. These cloud masses are mesoscale features 
known as coma clouds (Browning, 1987; Barry and 
Carleton, 2001). 

 

Fig. 5. Circular diagram of frequency distribu-
tion, for the orientation of major axis of the lows 
in broader northern Greece during hail days in 
A1. The thin line represents the circular mean 
and the brackets a 95% confidence interval. 
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4. SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF FRE-
QUENCY AND ORIGIN OF THE LOWS 
 
 The spatial distribution of the frequency of 
lows, which are related to hail, is presented in Fig-
ure 6. The figure shows an absolute maximum to 
the northweast of A1 and a secondary maximum to 
the east or southeast. In the second case lows are 
found over the Aegean Sea while a ridge develops 
over west Greece. This combination places A1 un-
der the influence of NW flow, which has been re-
lated to several cases of hailfall in the area (Riley, 
1989; Hadji, 1993). On the other hand, the spatial 
distribution of PVA centers (Figure 7) shows a 
maximum to the northeast and an extension to-
wards the southwest. The frequency maximum to 
the northeast of A1, indicates that hail in the area, 
occurs when PVA centers and the cloud cover 
which probably accompanies them moves east of 
the area. The area, however, is still under the influ-
ence of high PVA values. The circular diagram in 
Figure 8 also verifies the relative position of the 
PVA and low centers, which is seen in the com-
parison of the two figures (Fig. 6 and Fig. 7). Fig-
ure 8 shows the orientation distribution of PVA 
centers relative to the corresponding centers of the 
lows. The circular average lies in the range be-
tween 90º and 180º, which is at the SE of the lows. 
 
 The origin and simplified tracks of the 500-hPa 
lows, which are related to hail in Imathia-Pella, are 
presented in Figure 9. The majority of these lows 
come from the east coast of the Adriatic Sea. How-
ever, there are cases where the lows are generated 
at the northeast grid point of the grid-point bound-
ary of A1. On the other hand, the origin of the lows 
with PVA centers related to hail is different (Figure 
10). Most of these lows originate in the well-known 
(Radinović, 1989) cyclogenesis area of Genoa. 
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Table 2.Average values of instability parameters at low and PVA centers in grid-
point boundary of A1 during hail days. 

 

Fig. 6. Spatial distribution of low centers in 
broader northern Greece during hail days in A1 
for 13 hail seasons. 
 

Fig. 7. Spatial distribution of PVA centers in 
broader northern Greece during hail days in A1 
for 13 hail seasons. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
 The information presented in this paper sug-
gests that the 500-hPa lows is the synoptic envi-
ronment for one third of all hail days in Imathia-
Pella (North Greece). In these situations, hail is 
almost equally attributed either to the increased 
instability due to the cold pool aloft, or to the ac-
tion of PVA centers that usually accompany the 
lows. From the entire low population that affected 
northern Greece during 13 warm periods, only 7% 
is related to hail days. When the associated PVA 
centers are considered instead of the lows, this per-
centage is doubled (14%). The difference in these 
percentages indicates that hail is more common at 
the PVA centers than at the centers of the lows. 
The examination of the instability at the center of 
the two features showed that PVA centers are 
dominated by low-level instability and low centers 
by middle-level instability. It also showed that low-
level instability is related to warm low levels and 
middle-level instability to cold middle levels (cold 
pool). A possible explanation for this combination 
is that it is the low-level warming (in the absence 
of significant cloud cover) that favors hailstorms. 
Low-level warming is usually blocked by cloud 
cover at the centers of the lows and the atmospheric 
environment is less favorable for hailstorm forma-
tion. In this situation convective clouds are weaker 
and embedded in stratiform clouds. This conclusion 
is further supported by the comparison of the two 
percentages for the grid-point boundary of the pro-
tected area (A1). For lows in this particular area the 
percentage remains the same (8%) but for the PVA 
centers in the same area it is considerably increased 
(20%). It is evident that the presence of a PVA cen-
ter determines the hail occurrence in space more 
accurately than the presence of the low itself. 
  
 Specific characteristics of the lows, which are 
related to hail days, are further described for identi-
fication and forecasting purposes. The major axis 
of hail related lows mostly lies in the direction NE-
SW. When compared to lows in the entire region, 
hail-related lows are shallower, larger in dimen-
sions and bear a greater resemblance to circles. The 
PVA centers, which are related to hail, generally lie 
in the SE of the associated low centers. 500-hPa 
lows which are related to hail in Imathia-Pella, are 
usually generated on the east coast of the Adriatic 
while lows with PVA centers related to hail are 
generated in northern Italy and Europe. 
 
APPENDIX 
 
 Figure 1(a) shows the pattern followed in the 
detection of 500-hPa lows with the low center at 
the middle of a 3X3 matrix of grid-point values. 
Figure 1(b) shows the determination of the eight 
distances (R1…R8) of the maximum closed iso-
hypses from the center of the low. The distances 
are calculated by using the interpolation method 

Fig. 8. Circular diagram of frequency distribution 
for the orientation of PVA centers relative to the 
lows in broader northern Greece during hail days 
in A1. The thin line and brackets as in Fig. 5. 
 

Fig. 9. Origin and simplified tracks of lows 
related to hail days in A1 
 

Fig. 10. Origin of lows with PVA centers related to 
hail days in A1. 
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between the successive grid-points. The typical 
radius (TR) is calculated by the formula: 
 

 ]/8Ri[TR
8

1
∑=  (1) 

 
Eccentricity (E) at the same figure is calculated by 
the formula: 
 
 E={(R1+R5)-(R3+R7)}/(R1+R5) (2) 
The four directions of the major axis of the low are 
presented in Figure. 1(c) 
 
Geostrophic vorticity is calculated from (3) : 
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The term in brackets is the Laplacian of geopoten-
tial height at plane x,y and can be approximated by 
using finite differences for the derivatives along the 
x and y axis : 
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In the same manner:  
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Subscripts 1,2,3,4 refer to the surrounding grid 
points of the low center (Figure 11). 

 

 
 

The geostrophic vorticity advection at point 0 is 
calculated from equation 6 where J represents the 
Jacobian of geopotential height and geostrophic 
vorticity : 
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g
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The Jacobian J(Z, ζg) is analyticaly given by the 
following formula : 
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The application of finite differences approximation 
to equation 7 results in equation 8 which is the cal-
culation equation for the geostrophic vorticity ad-
vection: 
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Equation 8 considers a standard grid distance d1 
along the y-axis and a variable distance d2 along 
the x-axis depending on latitude.  
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